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Language is
programming, and I
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assume you want to
know what the
programming language
is in the binaries. To do
this you can use the
strings function.
Overview The strings
function displays
information about a
specific executable. The
strings command lists all
strings in an executable.
The output includes the
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name, value, and size of
the strings, as well as the
data pointer to the
location of the string.
You can run strings on a
command line. You can
also input the file name
of Microsoft Windows
PE executables. Syntax
string [-a] [-o] [-o] [-s]
[-a] [-d] [-f]
[filename...] examples:
strings "notepad.exe"
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strings notepad.exe
strings -d "C:\temp"
"notepad.exe" strings -f
"notepad.exe" "J:"
strings -d "Windows\Wi
nlogon.exe"
"notepad.exe" strings
notepad.exe | find "MSI
L\Win32\comdlg32.dll"
strings notepad.exe |
find "MSIL\Win32\mfc
90.dll" strings
notepad.exe | find "MSI
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L\Win32\manip\comdlg
32.dll" strings -o "progs\
update\update.exe" For
more information, use
the -h parameter. A:
Before dealing with
suspicious files, get a
bigger hammer.
Download Windows
HijackThis and proceed
to go through all its
options and click on
"Show All Tools". You
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should be able to
identify any
vulnerabilities and
malware which is
causing these
abnormalities. The 2
suspicious tools which
seems to be sending the
file to the attacker are:
IDM - Internet
Download Manager C:\t
emp\chmDB\Notepad\I
mg\chm-img.cab order
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to maintain this prison
environment, it is
necessary that the
prisoner turn in his
clothes. He is given the
choice of whether or not
to wear the prison dress.
If he doesn't choose
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